NOBLE Professional Edition
- License Model The license model for NOBLE Professional Edition constitutes of two kinds of licenses; concerning
either evaluation or development and deployment.
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Type of license

Information

Demo Edition

For evaluation purposes or academic use only.

Evaluation License

For evaluation purposes only. Time limited.

Personal Licence

For development and deployment purposes by a single
user. Allows selling developed products to third-parties
and running developed products on dedicated servers.

Site License

For development and deployment purposes by all users
on a specified site. Allows selling developed products to
third-parties and running developed products on
dedicated servers.
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Evaluation License
This license allows a time-limited access to the NOBLE software library, the corresponding manual,
and building of applications for evaluation purposes only. The license does not permit any distribution
of any concerned applications outside of the local development environment, or any commercial use
on any of the company’s or its customer’s servers. Upgrades to a personal or site license will be
offered at a fully reduced price.

Personal License
This license allows access to the NOBLE software library, the corresponding manual, and building of
applications. This license allows commercial usage of the NOBLE software library in the scope of
products sold or licensed to third-party customers or businesses. The license covers any number of
products developed by a single user, and any number of sold copies thereof. This license also allows
commercial usage of the NOBLE software library in the scope of applications running on one or
several dedicated servers in the company’s domain.
The license fees relate to access to the NOBLE software library for one platform, for a single user.
Additional platforms can be offered with 50% fee reduction. The NOBLE software library is delivered
for specified platform in binary form (i.e. linkable library) together with corresponding definition files
and developer’s manual.

Site License
This license allows access to the NOBLE software library, the corresponding manual, and building of
applications. This license allows commercial usage of the NOBLE software library in the scope of

products sold or licensed to third-party customers or businesses. The license covers any number of
products developed within the same company division, and any number of sold copies thereof. This
license also allows commercial usage of the NOBLE software library in the scope of applications
running on one or several dedicated servers in the company’s domain.
The license fees relate to access to the NOBLE software library for one platform, for a closely
connected team of developers within the same company division. Additional platforms can be offered
with 50% fee reduction. The NOBLE software library is delivered for specified platform in binary form
(i.e. linkable library) together with corresponding definition files and developer’s manual.
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Notes:
Support services refer to the current NOBLE version and its direct predecessor version.
Subscription

NOBLE licenses are available with and without subscription. The subscription
runs for a period of twelve months. It contains the desired NOBLE license, all
upgrades released during the term, technical support and the possibility to
renew subscription at expiration date for just a renewal fee.

Installation Support

Our installation support helps you solve technical problems during the
installation process. Please send your question or problem to: support@nonblocking.com.
Please phrase your question or problem with as much details as possible. If
you are encountering an error message, please make sure to include it in
your message.

Bug Support

We are committed to addressing bugs, if any, in NOBLE as fast as possible. If
you experience a software problem, and our support team can reproduce the
error, we will make all reasonable efforts to provide a usable solution.
Depending on the severeness of the bug we typically send you a workaround
for immediate use or we provide a fix for use in the forthcoming NOBLE
upgrade. Please send your bug report to: support@non-blocking.com.
Phrase your question or problem with as much details as possible. If you are
encountering an error message, please make sure to include it in your bug
report.

Maintenance

With our maintenance services you receive all new NOBLE versions, ports
and upgrades of the licensed software for free. In addition you are eligible for
premium support. Premium support is a high-value technical support service
that provides you with assistance, advice and help on all NOBLE usage.
Please feel free to send your support requests at any time to: support@nonblocking.com.

Price List
License

Price in USD

Evaluation License

$ 995

Personal Licence

$ 2495

-

Subscription Package

$ 3495

-

Subscription Renewal

$ 995

-

Upgrade

$ 1245

Site License

$ 6995

-

Subscription Package

$ 9795

-

Subscription Renewal

$ 2795

-

Upgrade

$ 3495

How to buy
Request invoice or buy using on-line services. Product will be delivered at received valid payment.
Direct Link to On-Line Purchase

